This paper provides an answer to the open problem raised by Feldman and Valiant at COLT'08.
Introduction
Darwin's evolutionary theory was proposed one and a half century ago, and had taken revolutionary influence [17] . As in the areas of computing, a lot of algorithms that implement the principle of evolutionary theory have been designed for optimization [10] . Meanwhile, not every aspect of Darwin's theory is verified and well understood. Darwin [7] hypothesized that nature species were evolved to be as they are observed today through a evolution path, which consists of a sequence of small steps of changes that were preserved by nature selection. This mechanism of evolution is not well understood in two points: One is the existence of the evolution path, and the other is the sufficiency of the probability of following the path, which are modeled and analyzed by the recently proposed evolvability theory [19] .
Valiant's evolvability theory [19] was proposed to investigate the mechanism of evolution in a quantitative and formal way. The motivation was to model the target of evolution as a learning problem, based on observations on evolution that are similar to learning. The observations include that an individual human being (or any animal) can be viewed as a function that responses to its environment; the gene sequence can be viewed as a representation of the function, since the protein production is under the control of the gene sequence; an individual receives limited events from its environment during the individual's life time, and the responses to these events determine the fitness of this individual. Based on these observations, one can imagine that an individual is a classifier, whose performance is determined from its responses on limited examples. Thus, if the evolution is able to evolve an environment-fitted individual, it can be viewed as the evolution process is able to find an accurate classifier.
Valiant [19] defined an evolutionary algorithm (by evolutionary algorithm in this paper, we refer to Valiant's definition) to simulate the evolution process that performs local searches and beneficial selection with a tolerance. The resources of the evolutionary algorithm are limited. It evaluates a function in limited time, picks up a function from a limited pool in one step, and takes limited steps overall. These restrictions reflect the hypothesis that evolution is an accumulation of steps that do not depend on rare events. Valiant [19] then defined the evolvability similar to learnability, i.e., a concept class is evolvable if an evolutionary algorithm with those limited resources can learn it arbitrarily well. A concerned issue [9] is that if the function space corresponding to all possible genes is too restricted, complex organs will never be evolved, but if it is too extensive, there will be no evolutionary algorithm to maintain the viability of the genetic network of functions as environment changes. Thus the evolvability theory is to understand the extension of the function space that can be both expressive and efficiently evolvable. Note that the evolutionary algorithm is also of interest out of biology. The restrictions on the implementation of evolutionary algorithm provides a framework for new learning algorithms, contrasting to the acceptance of arbitrary forms of algorithms in PAC learning. Moreover, the evolutionary algorithm receives and reacts only on overall performance of functions, which are the minimal information from the environment, thus it is applicable in various environments.
Initial analysis on evolvability [19] disclosed that concept classes of conjunctions and disjunctions are evolvable over uniform distribution using their natural representations. It was later shown [8] that concept classes of linear threshold functions and k-CNF/DNF are evolvable over fixed psamplable distributions. Meanwhile, there has been more results on the limitations of evolvability, including that the concept class of Boolean threshold functions are not evolvable in its nature representation unless N P = RP [19] , the concept class of odd parity functions is not evolvable using any representation [19] , and concept classes of decision lists and linear thresholds are not evolvable [8] , when considering all distributions. More general, evolvability was shown to be equal to a restricted class of learnability [8] , named correlational statistical query (CSQ) learnability.
While the known positive results of evolvability are over fixed distributions, a result over all distributions, i.e., distribution independent or distribution free, is more desirable but was unknown, thus was left as an open problem [9, 8] . In the context of biology, the distribution-independent evolvability implies that the survive of species when environment changes. In the context of learning, that implies the applicability of the learning algorithm. It has been proved that CSQ learnable problems are weakly evolvable distribution-independently [8] . But the relationship between weak evolvability and strong evolvability was unknown. To the best of our knowledge, the only known distribution-independently evolvable concept class is a particular class named singletons.
In this paper, we draw an answer to the open problem addressing the distribution-independent evolvability. First, we show that weak evolvability equals to strong evolvability. The proof is accomplished by the construction of a boosting algorithm that makes use of CSQs only. Based on the characterization of weak evolvability by Feldman [8] , the equivalence then leads to a complete characterization of the learning power of evolution in the scene of distribution-independence.
Therefore, it follows immediately that concept classes of conjunctions and low-weight linear threshold functions are evolvable distribution independently. In the context of biology, our result implies that a considerable types of biology features can be evolvable under the hypothesis of evolution mechanism, even if in a noisy environment. In the context of machine learning, our result shows the potential of the new framework of learning algorithms from the evolutionary algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We start by a section providing preliminaries and related work, then we prove the equivalence between weak evolvability and strong evolvability in 3, which leads to a complete characterization of the power of evolution. Section 4 concludes.
Preliminaries and Related Work
In the scenario of supervised learning, instances are drawn from a domain X under a distribution D identically and independently, and a concept function f is a function mapping X to a set of integers, which tells the labels of instances. A concept class C is a set of concept functions. A representation class R is a concept class together with a specified way of representing all the concept functions. Note that we will not distinguish between a function and its representation for simplicity. A learning algorithm using R outputs a hypothesis h that approximates f by its interactions with the oracle that holds the concept function and distribution.
Particularly, let's consider the following settings in the rest of this paper. The instances are drawn from a n bits binary-string domain, i.e., X n = {0, 1} n . The labels of the instances are drawn from a binary set Y = {−1, +1}. The concept function f is a function mapping X n to Y . Denote the concept class C n as a set of concept functions mapping X n to Y . Denote the distribution D n as a distribution on X n .
Several concept classes are to be mentioned. The concept class of conjunctions consists of functions that conjunct a subset of variables. The concept class of parity functions consists of functions that outputs 1 for odd count of value 1 in a sub set of variables. The concept class of decision lists with length k consists of functions described by a list ((
where l g ≡ 1. On x, a decision list output b i for the smallest i such that l i (x) = 1. The concept class of linear threshold functions, denoted as TH n , consists of functions representable as
, where w i 's and θ are real values. Denote TH(k, S) as the set of all functions representable as sign( i≤k φ i (x)), where φ i ∈ S.
Learning Models
In computational learning theory, learning models characterize the capability of learning algorithms as well as the complexity of learning problems in specified situations. We briefly review PAC, SQ and CSQ learning models.
Probably approximately correct (PAC) learning model, proposed by Valiant [18] , is one of the fundamental frameworks for mathematical analysis of supervised learning. In PAC learning, the concept function f chosen randomly from C n and the distribution D n are not known to the learning algorithm, and the learning algorithm asks an example oracle EX(f, D n ) once for a pair of an instance and its label x, y , where x is drawn from X n according to D n and y = f (x).
In PAC learning, an algorithm is said to (efficiently) PAC learn C by H over distribution class D, if and only if for every n, every ǫ > 0, every δ > 0, every f ∈ C n , and every distribution D n ∈ D, the algorithm takes polynomial-time in n, 1/ǫ and 1/δ to output a hypothesis h ∈ H such that
If there is an algorithm that PAC learns 
In SQ learning, an algorithm (efficiently) learns C from statistical queries using H, if and only if for every n, every ǫ > 0, every f ∈ C n , and every distribution D n over X n , the algorithm takes polynomial-time in n and 1/ǫ, and makes queries ψ, τ , where ψ is polynomially computable and 1/τ is polynomial in n and 1/ǫ, to output a hypothesis h ∈ H such that
Note that the involving of tolerance τ eliminates the necessary of probability parameter δ in PAC learning model. Every SQ learnable concept class is PAC learnable, particularly, is PAC learnable in the presence of noise, as the SQ oracle can be simulated by the example oracle [12] . Practically almost every PAC learnable concept class is SQ learnable [12] , while the concept classes of Parity functions, DNF and decision trees are PAC learnable but not SQ learnable [12, 4] . Thus SQ learning is restricted PAC learning.
Correlational statistical query (CSQ) learning model [8] is a restricted model from SQ learning, which allows only correlational queries. It is known [6] that every SQ can be replaced by a correlational query and a target independent query. A query in SQ learning ψ, τ is a target independent query if ψ(x, f (x)) = φ(x), and is a correlational query if
where φ is a function mapping X n → Y .
Obviously CSQ learnable concept classes are SQ learnable. In the other direction, it was proven [8] that SQ learnable concept classes over p-samplable [2] distributions are CSQ learnable over the distributions, which means every practical SQ learnable problem where the queries are estimated from data is CSQ learnable. It was also proven that CSQ learnable problems are a strict subset of SQ learnable problems [8] . Concept classes of decision lists and linear threshold functions are not CSQ learnable [8] , while they are SQ learnable [3, 12] .
Weak Learnability
The notion of weak learnability was introduced by Kearn and Valiant [13, 14] . It was used to prove the inability of learning certain concept classes [15, 14, 8 ]. An algorithm is said to weakly learn C n , if for a polynomial p(n) on n, it to output a hypothesis h such that
which means h is merely noticeable better than random guess. A concept class C n is said to be weakly learnable if there exists a weak learning algorithm to C n . As a contrary, PAC (or SQ,CSQ) learnable concepts classes are also called PAC (or SQ, CSQ) strongly learnable.
Obviously, the set of strongly learnable concept classes is a subset of the set of weakly learnable concept class. It was asked [13, 14] whether the two sets are equal, i.e., whether weak learnability and the strong learnability are equivalent. This question was of particular importance, since a negative answer would block achieving high accuracy in learning problems and a positive answer would save one from designing learning algorithm with high accuracy. Schapire [16] found a positive answer to this question, which was the construction of the first boosting algorithm.
Soon after that, boosting algorithms were developed as a family of popular and powerful learning algorithms. Boosting-by-majority [11] is one of the most influential boosting algorithm, which was adapted to prove the equivalence between weak SQ learnability and strong SQ learnability [1] .
Evolutionary Algorithm
As Darwin [7] considered nature evolution of species follows a path consisting of small steps, which leads the species as they are observed. To investigate this mechanism in a quantitative and formal way, Valiant [19] defined a evolutionary algorithm that performs local searches and beneficial selection, and mapped the mechanism to function learning problem via the evolutionary algorithm.
Definition 1 presents the evolutionary algorithm using simplified notations from [19] and [8] .
Let R be the representation class used by the evolutionary algorithm, let f be the concept from the concept class C. The parameter Perf f,D (r) evaluates the performance of function r, i.e.,
; the parameter N (r) ⊆ R defines the neighborhood of function r ∈ R; the parameter µ(r, r 1 ) defines the mutation probability that r becomes r 1 ∈ Neigh(r); the parameter τ (r) defines the tolerance that distinguish between beneficial mutations and neutral mutations.
A evolutionary algorithm is represented by its internal parameters, i.e., EA = (R, Neigh, µ, τ ). 2. for t = 1, 2, . . . , g:
3.
v(r ′ t ) = Perf(r ′ t ) : ∀r ′ t ∈ Neigh(r t ).
4.
let
if Bene = ∅,
7.
select r 1 from Bene with probability µ(r t , r 1 )/Z t , where Z t = r ′ ∈Bene µ(r t , r ′ );
8. otherwise,
9
. select r 1 from Neut with probability
end if
11. let r t+1 = r 1 .
end for
When terminated, it output the hypothesis r g .
It is expected that certain organs are evolved with limited resources. Thus a valid evolutionary algorithm should satisfy several restrictions on its parameters. Given ǫ as the desired error as in the learning models, for any function r ∈ R, |Neigh(r)| should be polynomial in n and 1/ǫ; t(r) should be polynomial in 1/n and ǫ. The upper bound of the iterations of the evolutionary algorithm, g, should be polynomial in n and 1/ǫ. Moreover, functions Perf f,D (·), Neigh(·), µ(·) and τ (·) should be computable in time polynomial in n and 1/ǫ. Note that this restriction on Perf f,D (·) automatically implies that any empirical estimation of Perf f,D (·) takes an amount of samples polynomial in n and 1/ǫ, thus we omit the restriction on the samples size.
Evolvability and Learnability
As the learnability for learning problems involving learning algorithms, Valiant [19] defined the evolvability for learning problems involving the evolutionary algorithm as the learning algorithm.
The concept classes that are evolvable imply the type of organs that can appear by the evolution mechanism with limited resources.
Definition 2 A concept class C is evolvable by evolutionary algorithm
and only if, for every n, every f ∈ C n , every D n over X n , every ǫ > 0, and every r 0 ∈ R, with probability at least 1 − ǫ, EA finds a sequence r 0 , r 1 , . . . , r g , such that g is polynomial in n and
1/ǫ and
There has been several results on the evolvable concept classes. Concept classes of conjunctions and disjunctions are evolvable over uniform distribution using their natural representations [19] .
Concept classes of linear threshold functions and k-CNF/DNF are evolvable over p-samplable distributions [8] . Meanwhile, there has been more results on the limitations of evolvability.
It was shown [19] that evolvability implies SQ learnability, i.e., if a concept class C is evolvable using R (over D), it is also efficiently learnable from SQs using R (over D). This can be intuitively understood since SQ learnability require no more than an existent algorithm that uses SQs properly, and evolutionary algorithm is one of that algorithms. Therefore, the concept class of Boolean threshold functions are not evolvable in its nature representation unless N P = RP , since it is not learnable unless N P = RP , and the concept class of odd parity functions is not evolvable using any representation, since it is not SQ learnable [19] .
It was further shown that evolvability implies CSQ learnability [8] , thus concept classes of decision lists and linear thresholds are not evolvable, since they are not CSQ learnable.
Lemma 3 ([8]) Let C be a representation class CSQ learnable over a class of distribution D by a polynomial-time algorithm A.
There exists an evolutionary algorithm EA = {R, Neigh, µ, τ } such that C is evolvable by EA over D.
On the weak CSQ learnability, it has been shown [8] that all concept classes that are weakly evolvable distribution-independently can be characterized in a very simple form.
Lemma 4 ([8]) A representation class C is weakly CSQ learnable and weakly evolvable over all
distributions if and only if there exist polynomials p and q such that C n ∈ TH(q, S n ), where |S n | ≤ p and S n can be generated by a polynomial-time algorithm G. Here G is randomized if and only if the learning algorithm is randomized.
Weak Evolvability Equals Strong Evolvability via Boosting
We present our main theorem in this section, which shows the equivalence between weak evolvability and strong evolvability.
Theorem 5 A representation class C is evolvable over all distributions if and only if C is weakly evolvable over all distributions.
The general idea of proving the theorem is to construct a boosting algorithm that makes use of CSQs only, which was suggested in [9] . This boosting algorithm will put an equivalence between the weak CSQ learnability and strong CSQ learnability. According to the equivalence between CSQ learnability and evolvability [8] , the theorem is proved.
We propose to construct a boosting algorithm that makes use of CSQs only. Note that, although the boosting-by-filtering algorithm in [11] was transformed to be an SQ boosting algorithm in [1] , it is not straightforward to adapt that algorithm to use CSQs only. Hence, we firstly propose the BoostSQ that uses SQs by adapting the FilterBoost [5] , and prove BoostSQ is able to boost weak SQ learners. We then eliminate the use of target independent queries (TIQs) in BoostSQ, such that BoostSQ is transformed as BoostCSQ that uses CSQs only.
Our SQ boosting algorithm BoostSQ is defined in Definition 6. Due to the result of [6] 
for
as the simulated SQ oracle.
invoke the SQ weak learner L(Q) to get h t (·).
5.
6.
7.
end for When terminated, it outputs a hypothesis H which is composed as
H(x) = sign T t=1 α t · h t (x) .
Lemma 7 For a representation class, given that for some polynomial p(n) and arbitrary distribution D, a weak learning algorithm generates a hypothesis h such that
then for every ǫ > 0 and τ > 0, BoostSQ outputs a hypothesis H such that
and SQs with tolerance complexity inversely in
Proof. The proof follows that of FilterBoost [5] . We write the full proof here for the selfcontainedness.
The first step is to bound the error of BoostSQ. Denote g t+1 (x) as
.
We then bound the error of BoostSQ after t iterations as that
where the last inequality is by Markov's inequality.
The second step is to rewrite the simulated SQ oracle in line 3 in a re-distribution style.
Here we proof for the simulated SQ with looser tolerance
, it is easy to see Q ′ (·) uses looser tolerance than Q(·).
. It is easy to see D t is a distribution. Thus we have
where the last inequality can be verified by noticing that f (x) ∈ {−1, +1}. It can be observed
From line 5 and using Q ′ instead of Q, we have that
, and likewise
. By line 6,
where the last inequality is by the property of the weak learning algorithm β t ≥ 1/p(n).
The third step is to bound the number of iterations T so that the required error rate ǫ is achieved. Denote
We then have
(which is as the proof of Lemma 1 of [5] .)
(which is by ln(1 + x) ≤ x.)
(which is by
(which is by β ′ t ≤ β t and e α t > e −αt .)
Thus we have
In the other hand, noted that
Combining the lower and the upper bound of T t=1 (π t − π t+1 ), the minimum achieved error is upper bounded
To let that the minimum achieved error is smaller than the required ǫ error, it is sufficient to let
In BoostSQ, there are two kinds of SQs involved, i.e., CSQs and TIQs, as in line 4 of BoostSQ.
A CSQ learning algorithm should use CSQs only. Therefore, to derive a booting algorithm using CSQs, we need to eliminate the use of TIQs. The idea is that, when a TIQ of a function q(·) is required, we use a CSQ of the function f (·)q(·) as the replacement, which results the same estimation since f (x) 2 = 1. However, the function f (·) is unknown thus not able to be manipulated. We thus use the intermediate result of the boosting algorithm as an approximation of f (·). We will show that the approximation errors are counted into the tolerance of the CSQs properly. The CSQ boosting algorithm BoostCSQ is defined as in Definition 8.
τ , a CSQ weak learning algorithm L, and the number of iterations T , then runs a process below:
2. for t = 1, · · · , T :
3.
as the simulated CSQ oracle.
invoke the CSQ weak learner L(Q) to get h t (·).
8.
end for When terminated, it outputs a hypothesis H which is composed as
Lemma 9 For a representation class, given that for some polynomial p(n) and arbitrary distribution D, a weak learning algorithm generates a hypothesis h such that
then for every ǫ > 0 and τ > 0, BoostCSQ outputs a hypothesis H such that
and CSQs with tolerance complexity inversely in
Proof. The first step is to show the general idea of replacing TIQs with CSQs.
For any function g(·) with range [−1, +1], f (·) with range {−1, +1} and f (·) with range {−1, +1},
can be viewed as a statistic query of E x∼D [[g(x) ]] with tolerance 1 − u. Thus, for any τ < u,
which is equivalent to T IQ D g(x), 1 − u + τ , since they give the value in the same range.
The second step is to turn to the simulated CSQ oracle in BoostCSQ.
We denote g t+1 (x) as that in the proof of Lemma 7
and thus the error of BoostSQ after t iterations is bounded
Again, we analyze the algorithm use Q ′ (·) that has looser tolerance than Q(·)
is the combined hypothesis before iteration t + 1, we have
Therefore, we can replace the CSQ used in Q ′ (·)
with a TIQ
since they give answers in the same range. Therefore, it is equivalent to rewrite Q ′ (·) as that
Thus, according to the proof of Lemma 7, in order to achieve the required ǫ error, it is sufficient to let T ≥ 48 ln 2 ǫ · p(n) 3 3 · 6p(n) + 1 6p(n) − 1
2
. Therefore, BoostCSQ leads to the equivalence between weak CSQ learnability and strong CSQ learnability.
Lemma 10 A representation class C is CSQ learnable over all distributions if and only if C is
weakly CSQ evolvable over all distributions.
Recall the equivalence between CSQ learnability and evolvability [8] , as in Lemma 3, our main theorem is proved.
Since the weakly CSQ learnable representation classes is completely characterized by a class of polynomial bounded linear threshold functions [8] , Theorem 5 directly leads to a complete characterization of strongly CSQ learnable representation classes and strongly evolvable representation class, over all distributions.
Corollary 11 A representation class C is CSQ learnable and evolvable over all distributions if
and only if there exist polynomials p and q such that C n ∈ TH(q, S n ), where |S n | ≤ p and S n can be generated by a polynomial-time algorithm G. Here G is randomized if and only if the learning algorithm is randomized.
It follows Corollary 11 immediately that concept classes of conjunctions and low-weight linear threshold functions are evolvable distribution-independently, which answers part of the question on the learning power of evolvability [9] .
Conclusion
Valiant's evolvability theory models Darwin's theory on nature evolution, whilst it also provides a new framework of learning algorithms. Therefore, the analysis of the ability of the evolutionary algorithm is of interest in both biology context and machine learning context. Previous results disclosed the representation classes that are evolvable over fixed distributions. The distribution independent result is left as an open problem.
Our result answers to this open problem. We show that the weak evolvability is equivalent to the strong evolvability, which is proved by constructing a boosting algorithm that makes use of CSQs only. As the consequence, the evolvable concept classes are completely characterized by a polynomial bounded linear threshold representation. The result further leads to the knowledge that the concepts classes of conjunctions and low-weight linear threshold functions are evolvable over all distributions. In the context of biology, our result also implies that a considerably extensive class of biological features can be evolved, even if in a noisy environment.
In out proof, the boosting algorithm using CSQs only involves implicit terms. Design of a simpler boosting algorithm is an interesting future work. Designing practically applicable evolutionary algorithm is another important future work.
